


This problem is a hard nut to crack , it will take longer than they 
imagined 

1) Involves  breaking nuts 
2) Is not interesting enough 
3) Is difficult to solve 
4) Needs a lot of work 

Ans :- 3



Select if any improvement needed :-

Some children are much more ‘aggressive then’  others .

1) Aggressively than 
2) Aggressive than 
3) Aggressively then 
4) No improvement 

Ans :- 2



Select if any improvement needed :-

Captain Ranjith ‘safely navigated ‘ his ship without 
an accident for 100 voyages. 

Safely navigate 
Safely navigates 
Safely navigated 
No improvement 

Ans :- 3 



Select the synonym :-

Coveted 

1) Desired 
2) Despised 
3) Covered 
4) Renounced 

Ans :- 1



One word substitution :-

A person who believes everything easily 

Credulous 
Creditor 
Reliable 
Plausible 

Ans :- 1



Select correctly spelled :-

1)Recommend 
2)Recomend
3)Reccommend
4)Recommened

Ans :- 1



Find the error :-

five miles in the forest /are not a long distance / for 
the young cadets / no error . 

Ans :- is  



Find the  error :-

Our father bought / this pen for us / so this pen is our / no error .

Ans :- ours 



Find the error 

if you say that someone / you admire has feet of clay / you mean 
that he or she has hidden faults / no error 

Ans :- no error 



Phrase replacement :-

The threat of the pandemic is not just a cry in the 
wilderness 

1) An unheeded warning 
2) Mourning for the loss 
3) Tears of sorrow 
4) Spreading rumours

Ans :- 1



Direct and indirect :-

“don’t hesitate to clear your doubts “ the teacher said .

1) The teacher warned me not to hesitate in clearing my doubts .
2) The teacher ordered  me not to hesitate in clearing my doubts .
3) The teacher persuaded me not to hesitate in clearing my doubts  
4) The teacher requested  me not to hesitate in clearing my doubts .

Ans :- 3



Direct and indirect :-

Seeta said to me “can you give me your pen”

1) Seeta asked me can I give her my pen .
2) Seeta asked me if I can give me your pen .
3) Seeta asked me if I could give her my pen .
4) Seeta asked me if I gave her my pen .

Ans :- 3



Find the synonym :-

Shove 

1) Shout 
2) Poke 
3) Pull 
4) Halt 

Ans :- 2



Comprehension :-

A raptor’s day begins soon after dawn . 
They ___(1) their wings for a quick warm 
up and are ready for the hunt . Nature 
____(2) these birds so well that they do 
not hunt everyday . By ___(3) a good kill 
on a particular day the larger raptor can 
go without hunting ___(4) two or three 
weeks . These predators can do without 
regular meals . This helps them to ____(5) 
if there is bad weather or lack of food . 

Option 1:-

1) Fling 
2) Flap 
3) Flee 
4) Flow 

Ans :- 2



A raptor’s day begins soon after dawn . They 
___(1) their wings for a quick warm up and 
are ready for the hunt . Nature ____(2) 
these birds so well that they do not hunt 
everyday . By ___(3) a good kill on a 
particular day the larger raptor can go 
without hunting ___(4) two or three weeks . 
These predators can do without regular 
meals . This helps them to ____(5) if there is 
bad weather or lack of food . 

Option 2

1- has built 
2- Has built 
3- Have built 
4--Have build 

Ans :- 2



A raptor’s day begins soon after dawn . They 
___(1) their wings for a quick warm up and 
are ready for the hunt . Nature ____(2) 
these birds so well that they do not hunt 
everyday . By ___(3) a good kill on a 
particular day the larger raptor can go 
without hunting ___(4) two or three weeks . 
These predators can do without regular 
meals . This helps them to ____(5) if there is 
bad weather or lack of food . 

Option 3

1) Taking 
2) Having 
3) Doing 
4) Making 

Ans :- 4



A raptor’s day begins soon after dawn . They 
___(1) their wings for a quick warm up and are 
ready for the hunt . Nature ____(2) these birds so 
well that they do not hunt everyday . By ___(3) a 
good kill on a particular day the larger raptor can 
go without hunting ___(4) two or three weeks . 
These predators can do without regular meals . 
This helps them to ____(5) if there is bad 
weather or lack of food . 

Option 4:-

1) In 
2) For 
3) Since 
4) From 

Ans :- 2 



A raptor’s day begins soon after dawn . They 
___(1) their wings for a quick warm up and 
are ready for the hunt . Nature ____(2) 
these birds so well that they do not hunt 
everyday . By ___(3) a good kill on a 
particular day the larger raptor can go 
without hunting ___(4) two or three weeks . 
These predators can do without regular 
meals . This helps them to ____(5) if there is 
bad weather or lack of food . 

Option 5:-

1) Survive 
2) Satisfy 
3) Saturate 
4) Support 

Ans :- 1



One word substitution  :-

A person of evil reputation

1) Icon 
2) Notorious 
3) Famous 
4) Renowed

Ans :- 2



Find the correct replacement :-

The gas ‘is seeping’ out of the rocks 

1) Is seeping 
2) Is seep 
3) Was being seeping 
4) No improvement 

Ans :- 1



Active and passive :-

The beggar was laughed at by the boy . 

1) The boy is laughing at the beggar
2) The boy laughs at the beggar
3) The boy  laughed at the beggar
4) None of above 

Ans :- 3



Active and passive :-

Cricket was being played by the boys 

1) The boys are playing cricket 
2) The boys were playing cricket 
3) The boys played  cricket
4) The boys play cricket 

Ans :- 2



Find the antonyms :-

Suave 

1) Brisk 
2) Rude
3) Charming 
4) Polite 

Ans :- 2



Find the synonym:-

Lofty 

1)Humble 
2) Silent
3) Plain
4) Towering   

Ans : - 4




